Annex to Student’s sheet

**Questionnaire**

For students who are leaving intermediate secondary school (‘Mittelschule’) in 2018
Not for students who successfully complete intermediate secondary school education (‘M-Zweig’)

School Authority District: Mittelschule (Intermediate Secondary School):

---

**Student:**

Family or last name, first or given name(s):
Address:

**Class:**

**Birth date:**

As far as items 1. to 9. are concerned mark applicable answer only (“yes” may be indicated only once).

1. I have a **vocational training or apprenticeship place** and I have a **signed** vocational training contract.
   If so, apprenticeship-based occupation:
   Training company:

2. I will attend a **secondary vocational school** (full-time lessons, e.g. a specialized vocational school, or business school (‘Berufsfachschule’, ‘Wirtschaftsschule’);
   I **have the written notice of acceptance** of this school.
   If so, name of school:

3. I will attend a **year of basic vocational training** (‘Berufsgrundschuljahr’) (BGJ/s) at a vocational school and I **have the written notice of acceptance** of this school.
   If so, name of school:

4. I will attend a **preparatory vocational training year** (‘Berufs-vorbereitungsjahr’) (BVJ) or a **vocational integration year** (‘Berufsintegrationsjahr’) (BIJ) at a vocational school and I **have the written notice of acceptance** of this school.
   If so, name of school:

5. I will attend a **preparatory vocational integration class** (‘Berufsintegrationsvorklasse’) (BIK/V) at a vocational school.
   If so, name of school:

6. I will attend a **vocational integration class** (‘Berufsintegrationsklasse (BIK) at a vocational school.
   If so, name of school:

7. I will attend a **preparatory vocational training measure** (‘Berufsvorbereitende Bildungsmaßnahme’) (BvB) organized by the German Employment Agency and I **have a written notice of acceptance**.

8. I will remain in this or another **intermediate secondary school** (‘Mittelschule’) (either as a repeater or I will change over to **M10**).

9. Points 1. to 8. are not applicable for me, because I am presently still a juvenile without a vocational training place.

Please turn over
If item 9. was marked with a “yes”, then (and only then) please answer questions 10 and 11.

10. I would like to attend a class focussing on the following vocational field in one of the neighbouring vocational schools:

   Technology (crafts and industry) ---------------
   Economics (commerce and services)  
   Social affairs and services (housekeeping, nutrition and health care) ------------------

11. I will probably finish or complete intermediate secondary school ('Mittelschule')
   without final qualification certificate of intermediate secondary school  
   with a certificate of successful qualification of intermediate secondary school  
   with a qualification diploma of secondary intermediate school

As far as the German language proficiency subject is concerned I will probably be given the following mark or grade:

Please turn over
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★ An information sheet is attached for you and for your parents or guardians.
★ Please transcribe your foregoing data and information to this information sheet.
★ Please give this questionnaire in due time to your class teacher.

The answers given to questions 1. to 9. will help to better monitor a student’s compliance with his or her mandatory school attendance obligation. It is therefore obligatory for every student to provide these answers. (Article 85 of the Bavarian Law concerning Educational and Teaching System Matters).

___________

Answers to questions 10. and 11. are voluntary. By providing answers to these questions it will, however, be easier to offer an alternative if a student will not find a vocational training or apprenticeship place.

The information provided in the questionnaire will be passed on to the competent vocational school by the pertinent School Authority. Other than that this information will not be disclosed to any third party or parties.

☐ I / we have provided answers to questions 10 and 11 and consent to the transfer of this information to the competent School Authority and the pertinent vocational school.

☐ I / We did receive the covering Information Sheet.

Place, date Parent’s or guardian’s signature Student’s signature

If no answers were given to questions 10. and 11. and if no consent to the transfer of these data was declared, the student will nevertheless have to report to the respectively competent vocational school at the beginning of the school year.